i2                                  THE METALLURGY  OF  GOLD,
'. A. Caldecott. The tables are each 25 feet in diameter, with 3 feet breadth filter, and a daily capacity of 750 tons of sand. They receive the thick nd pulp underflow from the diaphragm cone classifiers. The sand can be Jlected, aerated and leached in the same vat when these tables are employed id the dissolving of the gold by cyanide begins within half an hour of the e being crushed in the battery. For the collection of slime, see pp. 356, 360.
2. THE CYANIDING- OF SAND.
This is effected in round vats, constructed of wood, concrete, or mild eel. If wood is used, it is covered with a coating of paraffin paint or a ixture of asphaltum and coal-tar. Concrete and brick vats are not now Lvocated owing to their great cost and less convenient working, and wooden its suffer more than iron and steel ones from exposure and from being fcernately emptied and filled.1 Steel vats are painted inside and out to event rusting. The steel vats at the Jumpers Deep Mine are 40 feet in ameter and 7 feet deep inside. The sides are of J-inch steel plate, and the >ttoms are -^ inch thick. The plates are riveted together and strengthened ith angle iron at the top and bottom of the vat.
Wooden vats are made of staves, 4 to 6 inches wide and 3 inches or more ick, held together by round iron hoops, with bottom planks 3 inches thick, rting into a slot in the staves. Sometimes in new mining districts square nks are built, as being cheaper and more easily constructed, but they do >t last long and are more difficult to keep tight.2
The dimensions of vats vary with the work to be done. In calculating .e capacity of a leaching vat, the volume of a ton of collected sand on the and is taken as 21-5' cubic feet (C. 0. Schmitt), and that of transferred sand
26 cubic feet. When settled, clean Band sand occupies about 23 cubic et per ton (Caldecott).3 On the Rand vats are from 25 to 65 feet in diameter, id from 7 to 10 feet in depth. If the material to be treated is such that >rcolation is difficult, the depth of the vat is kept small, and the diameter ade as large as possible. In the direct treatment of dry-crushed ores (see
347), this is usually necessary, as they always contain some slime. A pth of 2 or 3 feet of dry-crushed ore is usually as much as can be con-:niently leached, and vacuum pumps are often added to expedite the work.
The vacuum may be obtained by a direct-acting pump, or by the use
a large boiler, in which a vacuum is created by a Westinghouse or other imp. As soon as the pressure in the boiler falls to about half an atmo-here, it is connected with the aperture of the vat below the filter-bed, le rate of leaching is often doubled by the diminution of the pressure, low the filter-bed, to half an atmosphere, and in some cases it is increased )m | or 1 inch to 7 or 8 inches of liquid (in the leaching vat) per hour.
The false bottom is usually a wooden framework, constructed of boards 3rced with numerous auger holes, or in larger vats of wooden slats crossing ch other. The framework is covered by cotton twill, canvas or cocoa-nut itting, which are not so rapidly destroyed by the solution as they are in e chlorination process. Thick canvas duck, resting on matting, forms a
1  J. Yates, Metallurgical Engineering on the Hand, p. 97.
2  A. James, op. cit.t p. 19.
3  For the capacity of vats of various dimensions, see Hand Metallurgical Practice, vol. ii., . 198 and 216..

